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SOME ILLUSTRATIONS of the INFLUENCE of GEO-

LOGICAL STRUCTURE on TOPOGRAPHY.

By Bexjamin Smith Lyman.

Capt. D. G. Robinson's excellent map of the Punjab Salt

Range and of the country northward finely illustrates in many

places the influence of the geological structure upon the face

of the country. The map was made about forty-five years ago,

more particularly for military purposes, and is on the scale of

a mile to the inch, with shaded topography. Certain portions

of the map are especially interesting from the distinctness of

the geological indications.
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Near the ••astern edi^e of tlie inap, and about twenty miles
northwest of the town of Jhilam, several ridges {Plate i) bend
round so as to form the northeastern end of as many concentric
ellipses, with the long axis in a northeast and southwest direc-
tion. The ridges evidently consist of harder beds of rock sepa-
rated by softer beds that luiderlie the liollows between. In the
main body of the ellipse the harder rock beds seem to have so
steep a dip as to make the beds perhaps nearly vertical and,
therefore, nearly parallel on one side to those on the other.

But where the principal ridges curve round at the northeastern
end of the ellipse, a much gentler dip outwards is shown by
the great steepness of the inner slopes and the comparative
gentleness of the outer ones. ]\Iany of the subordinate outer-

most ridges have their crests worn down towards the small

streams that cut across them, aiul thereby form sharp little

peaks half way between each pair of those streams. The space
in the interior of the ellipse of the principal ndges appears to

be mainly filled with some level-bedded, probably old-alluvial

soft formation. Yet here, too, the small streams have cut

down into the steep dipping underlying rocks, and have
formed numerous narrow, short valleys parallel to the main
ridges, and showing the persistence of the same structure of

the older beds throughout the ellipse. It is plain that the ellipse

is caused by a saddle in the rocks, and that, if the rock beds
of the principal ridges were restored, so as to be continuous

over the central part of the ellipse, a form would result, closely

resembling an overturned ship or boat, of which the prow
would be towards the northeast.

Another place {Plate 2) within half a dozen miles east of

the Indus, not far from the northwest corner of the map, and
about twenty miles southwest of Attock, shows concentric

ridges in a somewhat similar oval shape, forming roughly a

complete ellipse half a dozen miles long, northwest and south-

east, by a mile and a half wide. In this case, however, it is

clear, upon careful inspection, that the rock beds do not lie

in the shape of a saddle but in that of a basin. For towards

the southeast end of the ellipse, and in a less degree along the

northeast side, the steep escarpments on the outer side and
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-Topography Indicating Geological Structure.

Part or a Mao of the Punjab Salt Range and Northward,

BY Lt. D. G.Robinson, Bengal Eng'rs,
1851-57.

Original Scale:- i mile to an inch.
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Topography Indicating Geological Structure,

Part of a Map of the Punjab Salt Range and Northward,

5Y Lt. D. G. Robinson, Bengal Eng'rs,
1851-57.

Original Scale:- i mile to an inch.
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tlu" i-(»niparativcly gentle slopes on the inner one show that

the (Hps are towards the center of the chipse. Alons the >onth-

western side the same thing can hkewise be (hseerned. hut the

(hps seem to he steeper, more nearly approaching the vertical,

and continue so for a couple of miles to the southwest, where

the lower rock beds become gradually covered up by the over-

lying alluvium-like horizontal softer beds rdready noticeil. A
couple of miles northeast of the ellipse similar indications show

that the rock beds form another nearly ])arallel basin, btu the

ridges are more broken up. rui<l the geological structure is less

easily made out. This basin is distinctly and narrowly closed

by ridges on the northwest, but opens out towards the south-

east, and the ridges Ijecome less continuous and less clear.

Between the two basins the rock beds are in the form of a

saddle, but very closely pressed together and broken up. so as

to leave the geological structure less obvious. It appears,

nevertheless, that the saddle broadens out towards the north-

west.

Still another place (Plate j) about twenty miles further

south, has numerous nearly parallel northwest and southeast

ridges, with a couple of the stronger ones bending rountl at

the northwest to form the end of an ellipse. Here again the

steep outer escarpments and gentler slopes towards the center

show that the rock beds are in basin shape. Along each side

of the ellipse they appear to be more nearly vertical, with the

two sides rather closely pressed together. Northward from the

end uf the ellipse the rock beds form a saddle of somewhat ir-

regular shape, and to the northeast another basin, the whole

so compressed as to be broken u[) into rather disjointed parts.

The alluvium-like upper soft horizontal beds also reappear here

to mask the underlying iiarder layers.

Yet one more place {Plate 4) in the Salt Range itself, near

its eastern end, shows a still more varied geological structure

within the space of a few miles. At the point marked

"Choombi pole" there is a curved nearby rectangular ridge,

with steep outer slopes and gentler ones inside, indicating a

small basin, broken through along the eastern side by the Bon-

har l\i\er. The riflgcs on the east show by their slopes stecj),
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I)erh:i])s vertical, dips; on ilic west, p^cntlor (Hit-s towards tlie

middle of the Itasiii. and on tin- nortluvest still gentler, with

the crests formed into little peaks between the small trans-

verse streams. To the northeast of the central hasin the

ridp^es arc ron^dily concentric, lutt further on become rather

sharply antjiilar in their course, as if crushed totjethcr ruid

broken. To the north the main ri\er valley is \'ery nmch I'llled

up with the sauK- alluvium-like, soft, horizontal beds already

noticed, mostly covering up the harder underlying rocks, but

leaviujLi^ some of them visible in short ridges that betray not

only steep dipping beds but a continuance (it the partly

crushed and l^roken condition of the rock beds of the neighbor-

ing hills. Vet some of the principal curves of the more dis-

turlied rock beds are j^arallel to one another even at a distance

of sever.'d miles. This illustration has also been used in the dis-

cussion of the paper read by Prof. J. C. Branner before the

American Society of Civil Engineers last November.

It is evident that the carving out of the strongly-marked

ridges and hollows in accordance with the geological struc-

ture has l)een effected by water—the rains and streams—leav-

ing the harder rock beds to stand forth and the softer ones to

be eaten away where not protected by overlying hard ones. In

that torrid climate the water has acted mainly in its liquid form,

with the help of weathering in a moist atmosphere during part

of the year, but without tl.e aid of frost to disintegrate the

rocks. In some places lime rock may have been to some

degree dissohed away by the waters, but their action appears

to have been mainly mechanical.

The clear indication of basins and saddles within the small

space of a few miles is owing partly to the fact that the succes-

sion of rock beds, originally laid down as sand, silt or the like,

one on another at the bottom of the sea, and afterwards more

or less consolidated, is made up of a great number of not very

thick lieds or masses of harder rock separated by softer l)eds

that are likewise not in very heavy, thick masses; and partly

to the fact that the whole series has been so strongly com-

pressed and is of so yielding a character as to have been

crumpled into very numerous, comparatively small waves with

I
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Topography Indicating Geological Structure,

Part of a Map or the Punjab Salt Range and Northward,
|

BY Lt. D. G. Robinson, Bengal Eng'RS.
i

1851-57.

Original Scale:- i mile to an inch.
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Topography Indicating Geological Structure.

1
, Part of a Map of the Punjab Salt R nge and Northward,

BY Lt. D. G. Robinson, Bengal EIng'rs,

! 1851-57.

Original Scale:- i milk, to an inch.
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little basins and saddles. These folds are. to be sure, irr^

larly combined and in many places fractured and crushed i .0

discontinuity. The overlying, more recent, still scft, level-

bedded, alluvium-like material of the plains partially masks
and obscures the geological structure of the underlying rocks,

but is cut through in so many places as not to conceal it alto-

gether. In spite of all the irregular crushing and the occa-

sional concealment, many of the saddles and basins can be dis-

tinctly seen, or without great difficulty discerned, thanks to

the mainly favorable circumstances.

In the Appalachian region of Pennsylvania the same indu-

ence of the geological structure upon the topography is ob-

servable on a much larger scale. The successive masses of

harder and softer beds are much thicker, the whole series much
stronger, stiller and less readily yielding, and the basins and

saddles much more extensive. The irregular crushing and

breaking of these great folds is less in proportion to the whole,

and the result is in the main an aggregation of comparatively

simple regular waves. Ijasins and saddles on a grand scale. The
topography indicates those large forms in the same general

way as the small ones we have been considering in the Punjab,

and has been of great service in the study of the geology of

Pennsylvania ever since the days of the first State Geological

Survey. The varied topographical effects of the long, narrow

basin-form and saddle-form were ably discussed by Lesley and

H. D. Rogers forty years ago, when the subject was new to

geologists. For the comparatively simple conditions of the

Appalachians did not exist in most of the European regions

where geological work had been done, and the outcrops of the

different geological formations and their structure had been

traced out more exclusively by means of their fossils, without

regard to the topographical indications, that exist mainly in a

less obvious degree.

The first impression was that the Pennsylvania topography

had been produced by an inunense flood of water, an ocean

let loose, flowing over the land and carrying away vast ([uan-

tities of earth and stones. In those days it was difficult to rid

one's self of the idea that great geological changes were almost
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mstaniaiicously ])r()(lm-c(l liy treniciulons cataclysms or even
Iiy (lowiirii^lit ,sui)CM-iiatural means or miracles. The idea still

lingers amon.t;- men not familiar with ^-eolos-ioal matters that

snnic stnpendonN topoi^raphical resnlts have been eltected in

the t\viid<h'n^- of an eye by the "finger of God"—the expression

cited by I'rof. Uramier. I>nt all geologists now realize that the

scul])tin-ed relief of the monntains and valleys, even where most
astonnding. even tlie gorge of the Niagara or the canon of the

Colorado, has been accomplished in the lapse of thonsands of

_\cai-s ]>y the same agents, chielly rain and stream> of water,

that we see still in action abont ns.

It is i)laiii that tlie geological indications given bv the snr-

fai-c topogra])hy nnist ha\c great \alne of a practical kind, and
aid very nnich towards ascertaining both the general snbter-

ranean structure and the smaller details of either theoretical

iiUerest or economical importance. Jf coal or iron (jre or other

valuable mineral is known U) occupy a particular geological

horizon, a certain layer in a series of rock beds, such a series,

for exam])le, as we have in these Punjab illustrationr-., the jilace

of oiUcrop of that horizon or layer, with the useful mineral,

may in many cases be recognized merely by means c^f a careful

stndy of the topography, and often the general structure,

whether that of a basin or of a saddle, may be percei\'ed; even

though the surface of the ground may be so covered with loose

earth and broken stone as to onceal the dii)S and precise char-

acter of the solid rock l>eds below.

The Punjab illustrations of the inlluence of the geological

structure on the topography are interesting from their show-

ing so clearly the small basins and saddles, with freciuentlv

\-ery steej) dii)s, but occasionally geinle ones, and with the

repeated .alternation of rather thin harder and softer rock

I'.eds. partly l)uried under level-bedded, soft, alluvium-like beds,

in a region where the rock betis are in the main verv stronfrlv

coni])ressed and sharjily folded and often broken and crushed

together. The map is a striking example of the excellent geo-

logical results of faithful topographical work by surveyors who
were no doubt (|uiie unconscious of its ha\ing any signihcance

for ij\'( il< >L'
A'.






